The threshold signal:noise ratio in the perception of fragmented figures.
Perception thresholds were measured for fragmented outline figures (the Gollin test). A new approach to the question of the perception of incomplete images was developed. In this approach, figure fragmentation consisted of masking with multiplicative texture-like noise--this interference was termed "invisible" masking. The first series of studies established that the "similarity" between the amplitude-frequency spectra of test figures and "invisible" masks, expressed as a linear correlation coefficient, had significant effects on the recognition thresholds of these figures. The second series of experiments showed that progressing formation of the figures was accompanied by increases in the correlation between their spatial-frequency characteristics and the corresponding characteristics of the incomplete figure, while the correlation with the "invisible" mask decreased. It is suggested that the ratio of the correlation coefficients, characterizing the "similarity" of the fragmented figure with the intact figure and the "invisible" mask, corresponds to the signal:noise ratio. The psychophysical recognition threshold for figures for naive subjects not familiar with the test image alphabet was reached after the particular level of fragmentation at which this ratio was unity.